GIN

LOCAL
Didsbury Gin | Manchester

Chase Pink Grapefruit | Herefordshire
4.50

Our favourite local lads, fresh peels used in maceration

5.00

A flavour sensation, tangy, sharp pink grapefruit pairing
with robust juniper.

result in an incredibly fragrant true drinkers’ gin.

Tanqueray Flor de Sevilla | London
Manchester Gin | Manchester

5.00

Dandelion and burdock root, a nod to northern childhoods,
adding to the classic botanicals.

Fenney Street | Salford

Elderflower, lavender and rose are amongst the 13
botanicals that make up this contemporary take on a
London Dry Gin

Three Rivers | Manchester

Distilled with Sevilla orange essences and other fine
botanicals for a unique, bitter-sweet flavour.

Sipsmith Sloe | London
5.00

5.00

5.00

Jam and Marzipan flavours with a hint of cherries,
resulting in a nice velvet finish.

NATIONWIDE & OVERSEAS
Whitley Neil | UK

4.50

Inspired by Africa, spicy, fragrant botanicals such as Star
of Boaba fruit pave the way for a gin with a big mouth feel.

5.00

A local hero, slightly sweet flavours from almond and

Hendricks | Scotland

4.50

vanilla added to 11 other traditional botanicals.

A classic creation, simplicity at its best, infused with
Bulgarian Rosa Damascena and Cucumber.

FLAVOURED

Cuckoo | Lancashire

5.50

A piney start from lashings of juniper, developing into a
burst of citrus.

Didsbury Raspberry Elderflower 4.50
Embracing tradition, Didsbury have created this fresh and
fruity gin by infusing handpicked raspberries and

Tanqueray N° 10 | London

elderflower into their eco-friendly copper pot still, mixed

Lime, pink grapefruit and chamomile flowers paired with
traditional botanicals.

with their London style dry gin.

Black Tomato | Holland
Whitley Neil Rhubarb & Ginger | UK

4.50

Sweet, sticky rhubarb perfectly complimenting the
warming heat of ginger.

6.00

4.50

A rich full flavoured gin, with a subtle sweetness, makes
for an intriguing drink.

Copperhead | Belgium

5.00

The alchemists gin dubbed the elixir of life, subtle citrus is
matched with gentle coriander heat.

